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JOHN COPRARIO
(c.1575—1626)

In the following index pages our earliest chickens come home to roost. Our
Provisional Index began, in Bulletin No. 24 of December 1965, with 5 pages of
Coperario which were added to in later issues; the present task is to revise and redraw
them.

Much has happened, however, in the intervening period. Richards had already
studied and catalogued the bass viol works (see BASS R). Charteris completed a
doctorate thesis (COPRARIO C1), published his catalogue of the complete works
(COPRARIO C2) and a series of editions of the music, and discovered the autograph
at Hatfield House, successfully identifying it with the hand of ‘Rules how to
compose’. To much of this work the Provisional Index was an input; from much of it,
the present revision has drawn appreciable benefit.

A word on numbering is necessary. We started with Meyer’s numbers, but reasons
accumulated—Tregian’s score being one—why a different system should be sought.
At first sight, Charteris’s catalogue, in which the whole repertoire was numbered
straight through, as in our Lawes index but with no gaps, appeared to provide a
satisfactory system. However, his editions of the important collections of music began
to appear; because these emanated from different publishers, each—not
unexpectedly—was numbered consecutively from 1. As those are the numbers which
will appear in programmes and lists of recordings, and by which the public will be ex-
pected to know the works, the compiler has thought it prudent to adopt them in
preference to the ones in the catalogue. Nevertheless, all the numbering systems are
given, for cross-referencing purposes, those in the catalogue being prefixed ‘C’, and
Meyer’s numbers being prefixed ‘M’.

By the way, Giovanni ‘Coperario (who by the way was plain Cooper but affected
an Itallian termination)’ — NORTH W p. 288 — has officially become ‘John
Coprario’, as insisted upon by the authorities, on the strength of the autograph and the
contemporary printed editions.

For a minor clash of attribution involving Coprario, see page TYE-4.

Works dropped from the original index pages are:

Fantasy a4, Meyer 7 — to Bull (q.v., and see BULL D).
Fantasy a4, Meyer 9 — to T.C. (q.v., and see BROWNE A, p. 51).
Fantasies a5, Meyer 51, 55, 57:— to East (q.v., ‘Penitet’, ‘Credidi’ , ‘Vixi’).

         See also COPRARIO C5
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John COPRARIO

Fantasia a3 St Aubyn MS, No. 11 a3
VdGS No. 11 (Bass only)

Fantasia a5 US-Cl Wr f.35v, No. 53
VdGS No. 53 (TrAB parts only)
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WILLIAM CRANFORD
(fl. c.1620—1640)

Cranford’s small output of string music appears mainly in the MSS of Browne,
Le Strange, Merro and Marsh.

Andrew Robinson, after editing the two anonymous sets of variations, attributed
them to Cranford on grounds of style. Go from my window appears among the six-part
pieces with one part apparently missing. However, at no time is the tune missing, nor
are the distances between parts wider than one might expect from this composer, and
Robinson’s proposal to reclassify this work as a five-part piece has been accepted.

Cranford’s style is almost unique among seventeenth-century consort
composers. The fewer the parts, the more pointilliste, as may best be appreciated by
starting with the six-part and finishing with the three-part works. The harmony is
distinctly strange and the texture is often mechanical. There are signs of either a
facetious nature or an unbalanced mind.

There is one noticeable similarity of flavour, between part of Cranford’s six-part
fantasy No. 1 and a passage towards the end of the six-part fantasy Chowse of Martin
Peerson, that well-known practical joker; the question is: who was poking fun at
whom ?

The reason for mentioning the style in this Index is the fact that Sir Nicholas Le
Strange who annotated his part-books with sub-sources and textual variants, in
painstaking detail, gave no indication whatever that the Cranfords differed in any way
from the soberer and more conventional works (which, incidentally, did not include
any by Peerson or Lawes) in his collection. They came from few sub-sources, as can
be verified from the Le Strange index pages, and were only lightly annotated.

The work entitled In Nomine Mr Cranford, 5 parts, 2 basses, at No. 55 in the Bc
book, EIRE-Dm 143 Z2.4.16 was found by Peter Watts not to be by Cranford; it is a
Bc part for Alfonso Ferrabosco II’s five-part In Nomine No. 3.
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